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participate in daily Mass so for us many of the Anew@
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responses have become almost second nature. However, we too, like most Catholics,
still have to refer to the Apew card@ now and then to be sure that we are saying the
correct words.
Some people refer to the changes in the Roman Missal as the Anew Mass.@ But in
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reality, the Mass itself has not changed. Certainly the 2011 changes are not nearly as
radical as the changes which took place after the Second Vatican Council (Vatican II)
when Mass was no longer celebrated in Latin, but in the vernacular, i.e., the common
language of each country or area. For centuries the Mass had been celebrated in Latin.
No matter where you traveled or what country you visited, the Mass was always the
same and the familiar Latin text was heard. But with the change to the vernacular, the
faithful were able to hear the Mass in their own language and thus better understand it.
Vatican II resulted in some changes to the format of the Mass. The Anew@ Roman
Missal has given us an updated translation of the Mass texts. But keep in mind that
what has not changed are the principal parts of the Mass - its essential core - the
Offertory, Consecration and Communion. These parts are the same as they have been

celebrated for centuries. Think of what happens when a woman wears a basic black dress. When she changes her
accessories such as shoes, belt, purse and jewelry, she presents a different picture, but the basic dress has not changed.
This analogy may seem a bit trite, but it does give us a way to think about the changes in the unchanging Mass.

At one time our Protestant brothers and sisters knew the Bible much better than we Catholics did. However, after
Vatican II the greater emphasis on Scripture in the expanded Liturgy of the Word—with its three-year cycle of Sunday
readings and two-year cycle weekday readings—introduced us to a wealth of Biblical texts. Furthermore, our ability to
hear these Scripture readings in our own language helps us to better understand the Word of God. When we attentively
listen to the Bible passages week after week, the Word of God slowly penetrates our hearts and, if we let it, changes our
lives. It is interesting to note that when asked for their favorite Scriptural passages, a confirmation class overwhelmingly
chose texts from the Liturgy of the Word...many of which had not been used before Vatican II.
Vatican II resulted in other changes in the format of the Mass as well. For example, the altar was moved so that the priest
could face the people. More emphasis was placed upon the participation of the laity in the Mass. We were no longer
spectators, but as members of the assembly, we have an important role to play. The rite of the exchange of peace was
incorporated into the Mass and the short dialogue at the beginning of the Mass changed somewhat. And, of course, all
the texts of the Mass are in our own language.

The “new” Roman Missal did not change the format of the Mass, but rather changes the translations of some of the texts.
The translations in our current Roman Missal more closely adhere to the original Latin. Actually the changes in our part
(some responses, the Gloria, the Creed, the Holy, Holy, and the Memorial Acclamations) are quite minimal in
comparison to the prayers recited by the priest.

With time this translation of the Roman Missal will become very familiar to us all.
Meanwhile it has given us an opportunity to hear anew the prayers of the Mass. We
have had to pay attention! We have had to be mindful of what we are saying. All of us
need to keep this attitude of mindfulness as we participate in the Mass…pondering the
meaning of what we are saying even more than thinking about what words to say.

